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AGENDA

Registration for the Forum

Opening Remarks

H.E. Mr. George Papanastasiou
Minister of Energy, Commerce and Industry of the Republic of Cyprus

10:30 - 10:45 

10:00 - 10:30

11:30 - 11:50

Presentation: “Cyprus: A leading Ship Registry and International Maritime"
Ms. Eliza Neophytou
Maritime Officer A, Shipping Deputy Ministry of the Republic of Cyprus

10:45 - 11:00 

Panel Discussions

Q&A and closing remarks

13:00 - 16:00 B2B Meetings

Mr. Charalambos Manoli
President of Famagusta Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
Cyprus Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Keynote Speech: “Cyprus as an International Business Center in the EU”

Mr. Nobutaka Maekawa 
Executive Vice President, Japan External Trade Organization

Presentation: "Cyprus as an Emerging Technology Hub"
Mr. Demetris Skourides
Chief Scientist for Research, Innovation and Technology and Chairman, Research
and Innovation Foundation

11:00 - 11:15 

11:50 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:00 Networking Lunch

11:15 - 11:30

Panel Discussion on Technology 
Moderator: Mr. Demetris Skourides

Panel Discussion on Shipping 
Moderator: Mr. Tony Andriotis,
President of the Greek Chamber of Commerce in Japan                  

Mr. Jean-Eric Paquet
Ambassador of the European Union (EU) to Japan



H.E. Mr. George Papanastasiou
Minister of Energy, Commerce and Industry

George Papanastasiou was appointed Minister of Energy, Commerce and Industry on March 1st 2023. He is a
mechanical engineer by profession, with an HND in Mechanical Engineering from the Higher Technical Institute of
Cyprus, a BSc in Mechanical Engineering from City University London and an MSc in Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning from Kings College London. He worked for 26 years at BP in Cyprus, the UK and other European
countries, having held various managerial positions within the company, including Cyprus’ Head of Country. From 1st
of October 2011 and until his appointment as Energy Minister, he was Managing Director and General Manager of
VTT Vasiliko Ltd (VTTV), a subsidiary of Netherlands based VTTI B.V.

Mr. Charalambos Manoli
President of Famagusta Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Cyprus
Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Charalambos Manoli was born in 1960 in Famagusta and is currently a Managing Director at Acheon Akti Navigation
Co Ltd. Pursued his education at the Nicosia Higher Technical Institute from 1977 to 1980, earning an HTI Diploma in
Marine Engineering. He then continued his studies at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, graduating
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Shipbuilding in 1984. After studying shipbuilding in Scotland, he returned to
Cyprus to work as a ship inspector, and went on to found multiple shipping companies. In 2002, Manoli established
Acheon Akti Navigations Limited, a Limassol-based ship management company. 

Mr. Nobutaka Maekawa
Executive Vice President, Japan External Trade Organization

Mr. Demetris Skourides
Chief Scientist for Research, Innovation and Technology and Chairman, Research and
Innovation Foundation

Mr. Demetris Skourides is the Chief Scientist for Research, Innovation and Technology of the Republic of Cyprus and
chairs, ex officio, the Board of Directors of the Research and Innovation Foundation (RIF) of Cyprus, Technology
advisor of H.E. the President of the Republic of Cyprus and the Deputy Minister for Research, Innovation and
Technology, including AI. Mr. Skourides holds a BSc in Computer Science, from Arizona State University, USA, and
an MBA from Henley Management College, UK. Among other things, he has been trained in digital transformation,
artificial intelligence, data monetisation and sales, in programs at Columbia, Stanford, MIT and Harvard Universities
respectively. He joined Oracle Cyprus in 2006 after two years at the Cyprus Organisation for Standardisation and has
since followed an international career with Oracle, taking on management roles across South East Europe and
Commonwealth countries. In his most recent role, Mr. Skourides worked at Amazon Web Services, Dubai, UAE, as
Industry Strategist for EMEA Commercial Sales.

SPEAKERS PROFILES

Graduated from the University of Tokyo, Faculty of Law, and joined the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1987. After
working in the Economic Affairs Bureau, Economic Cooperation Bureau, and Global Issues Department, he served as
Minister at the Embassy of Japan in Germany, Director of the General Affairs Department of Yokohama Customs,
Ministry of Finance, Director of the Research Coordination Department of the Japan Institute of International Affairs,
Minister and Deputy Chief of Mission for the Embassy of Japan in Belgium and Mission of Japan to NATO, and Consul
General in Munich before assuming his current position in October 2023.

Jean-Eric Paquet is the Ambassador of the European Union (EU) to Japan since autumn 2022. He held various
mandates at the European Commission, where he contributed in shaping EU policy in various fields. As the Director-
General for Research and Innovation from 2018 and 2022, he set up the European Innovation Council and promoted a
whole-of-government approach for R&I, notably via the creation of several EU Missions to solve major ecological,
societal and economical challenges. He gained considerable experience at international level as Director for the
Western Balkans in the Directorate-General for European Neighbourhood and Enlargement Negotiations and as EU 
Ambassador to the Islamic Republic of Mauritania from 2004 to 2007. From 2015 to 2018, he was Deputy Secretary-
General of the European Commission, in charge of Better Regulation and Policy Coordination, covering all policy
areas related to the EU Green Deal. 

Mr. Jean- Eric Paquet
Ambassador of the European Union (EU) to Japan



Mr. Tony Andriotis
President and Founder of the Greek Chamber of Commerce in Japan

Mr. Andriotis is a Partner at DLA Piper, a leading international law firm with offices in Tokyo. Mr. Andriotis also
serves as the President of the Greek Chamber of Commerce in Japan. He has extensive experience in ADR and has
acted on behalf of Japanese parties in JCAA, ICC, SIAC and ICDR arbitration. Tony is also experienced in litigation,
international regulatory work and bankruptcy. Tony has lived in Japan for over a decade.

Ms. Eliza Neophytou
Maritime Officer A, Shipping Deputy Ministry of the Republic of Cyprus

Eliza holds a master’s degree in Public Administration and a bachelor’s degree in Maritime Studies and has an
extensive experience in maritime affairs. She began her career in the private sector, focusing on seafarers’ matters.
Joining the Cyprus Shipping Deputy Ministry in 2003 as a Maritime Officer, she has been working towards promoting
the competitiveness of the Cyprus Ship Registry and positioning Cyprus as an international maritime center.  



Acheon Akti Navigation was established in Limassol, Cyprus in 2002 and over its 20 years of operation the company
provides a range of high-quality third-party ship management services (Technical and/or Crew Management)
services as a management platform.
It currently manages over 55 vessels of a combined fleet of bulkers, tankers, chemical tankers, reefers etc. The
company is also the government appointed operator of the Cyprus-Greece ferry service under a 5-year contract.
Areas for Cooperation: Meet ship owners in order to promote our company and also shipyards for future
corporation

Acheon Akti Navigation Company Ltd

Charalambos Manoli, Managing Director

www.acheonakti.com

PROFILES OF THE COMPANIES 

acheon@acheonakti.com.cy

+357 25747015

Idagean Tritan

Darrin Tucker, Managing Director

www.tritansoft.comDarrin.Tucker@Ideagen.com

Ideagen Tritan is the premier provider of maritime software and services. Our Maritime-specific technology and
services are at the forefront of the industry with a proven track record. We specialize in health and safety operation
management and providing medical services. Our feature-rich and robust platforms bring added capability and
enhanced insights into the key operations of your organization, which has been the catalyst for our global success for
over 10 years. Our ability to aggregate and synchronize high volumes of data across globally dispersed connectivity
locations remains unmatched. Experience and specialized products specifically address the unique needs of the
industry while achieving the highest value for our clients and a proven return-on-investment.
Areas for cooperation: To provide the best quality software and services that improve every aspect of the global
maritime community. Health and Safety, Medical Operations and System Management

+357 24819800

The Columbia Group has developed a comprehensive and integrated maritime, logistics, leisure, energy and off-
shore services platform. Clients within these sectors are able to obtainmodular, turn-key services of the highest
quality, tailored to their specific needs. Harnessing the “can-do” and “project-led” approach of its People, together
with state-of-the-art technology and optimisation systems, the Columbia Group brings considerable added-value,
synergies and dynamic energy to its partners and partnerships.
Areas for Cooperation: ship management, crew management and maritime services

Columbia Group

Mitsutake Nakayama, Japan Office Representative

www.acheonakti.comm.patounas@csmcy.com

+35725843521

tel:35725747015
https://tritansoft.com/
mailto:Darrin.Tucker@Ideagen.com
https://columbiagroup.org/
tel:35725747015


Prevention at Sea Ltd

Petros Achtypis, CEO

www.preventionatsea.cominfo@preventionatsea.com

Prevention at Sea Group is an LR certified award-winning maritime firm, based in Cyprus, offering:
State-of-the-art ship logbook platform, ensuring fleet management optimization, data-driven decision making
and big data analytics.

1.

VR Behavioral Competency Assessment & Experiential Training in line with OCIMF / INTERTANKO & TMSA / Dry-
BMS requirements.

2.

Human-Centered Maritime Assessment ensuring compliance with the maritime rules and industry's standards.3.
Maritime Audits such as navigational, cargo, mooring, VDR, Oil record book compliance audits etc4.
Safety Management System simplification.5.

We have introduced a unique operating model in the shipping industry where experienced shipping professionals,
software developers and 24/7 support officers combine their expertise by working under the same umbrella.

+357 24819800
Dmitry Gladkov, Business Development Director

Cyprus Space Exploration Organisation 

George A Danos, CEO

https://www.space.cyinfo@space.org.cy

The Cyprus Space Exploration Organisation (CSEO), is the prime Space Research Institution in Cyprus. CSEO is the
official representative of Cyprus to the International Committee on Space Research, to the International
Astronomical Union, et al. Its main scope of work is Research, Technological Development and Innovation in the
field of space exploration and astronautics. CSEO runs the National Space Research Committee of Cyprus, which
has appointed representatives from all Cypriot universities and space industry, and involves domestic eminent
scientists in space engineering, space science and astrophysics. CSEO is the international host of the Mars Upper
Atmosphere Network and was selected by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) as host of one of four
International Astronomy Education Centres of the IAU.K

+357 22357700

EFEVRE TECH LTD

Nikos Pissimissis, Advisory Board

https://www.efevre.com/npisimisis@efevretech.com

Embracing a multifaceted Research At EFEVRETECH, we understand the challenges faced by life-science
laboratories in achieving accurate and reliable results. Human handling inconsistencies generate a staggering 70%
of false data in published research. This not only hampers scientific progress but also wastes valuable time and
resources.  The impact of EFEVRETECH's fully autonomous AMGEL device goes beyond mere automation. By
eliminating human handling inconsistencies, we enhance the reliability and integrity of scientific research.
Researchers can rely on our technology to generate accurate and reproducible results, leading to advancements in
various fields of life sciences. Our solution saves time, reduces errors, and allows scientists to focus on critical
analysis and innovation and Development approach EFEVRE TECH LTD focuses in the design, manufacture and
retail of prototypes and innovative devices in the fields of Health science, Biology, environment management and
alternative energy around the globe. EFEVRE TECH's mission is to provide innovative software solutions and
advance R&D in Health Science, Biology, Environment, and Alternative Energy, creating cutting-edge prototypes
and devices that cater to global customer needs while inspiring collaboration and progress. EFEVRE TECH envisions
itself as a global leader in research and innovation, fostering strategic partnerships to develop groundbreaking
products in Health Science, Biology, Environment Management, and Alternative Energy. 

+357 24 366277

http://www.preventionatsea.com/
mailto:info@space.org.cy
https://www.efevre.com/


Globalserve Consultants is a licensed accounting and corporate service provider, regulated by ICPAC in Cyprus with
license number E495/F/2013. It is one of the leading firms in its sector in Cyprus, operating since 1994 and
engaging in international tax advisory services, formation and management of companies in more than 30
jurisdictions, including Cyprus, UAE, UK, Maltese, Hong Kong, Singapore, Luxemburg, and Estonia.
We pride ourselves on providing the full range of professional services needed by Companies, International
investors and globally operating businesses, which includes: ·Tax and financial advisory services, Incorporation and
administration of companies in various jurisdictions, Banking Services including opening and operation of bank
accounts, Formation of trusts and foundations, Investment Fund set up and administration.Our head offices are
based in the island of Cyprus having 34 employees, but through our extensive network we can render high quality
services across Europe, in the CIS countries, the countries of Eastern Mediterranean and the Gulf region.

Globalserve Consultants Ltd

www.gstaxconsultants.com

Konstantinos Antoniou,  CEO

phani@globalserve.com.cy
+357 25817181

K. Treppides & Co Ltd was established in 1985. The company’s reputation has continued to expand as a leading
practice providing a holistic range of audit, tax, accounting, legal, consulting and financial advisory services to
international companies. Different clients’ success stories reflect the company’s innovative thinking in a range of
industry sectors, including Banking and Investment Banking, Financial Services Firms, Manufacturing Companies,
Internet Based Companies, Oil and Gas Companies and Shipping Companies. Currently the Company has offices in
Nicosia, Limassol, Malta and London and employs over 200 people.
Area of cooperation: Professional services, advisory, funds, M&As and banking

K. Treppides & Co Limited

Kikis Treppides, Chairman

www.treppides.comkikis@treppides.com
+35722678944

Leptos Estates

Philippos Hadjigeorgiou, China Director

www.leptosestates.comphilipposh@leptosestates.com

Leptos Estates, a long-established organisation with 63+ years of history, has achieved a leading position through
the professionalism and team effort of its employees, its international network of sales service in 75 countries, its
vast investment in land purchasing and an effective after-sales service support. Leptos Estates selects only the
finest locations Cyprus has to offer in residential, retirement and holiday residences and uses the highest
standards of construction and design, to build elegant homes to suit the lifestyle and taste of today’s discerning
property owners.

+ 86-21-61373200

mailto:phani@globalserve.com.cy
http://www.treppides.com/
http://www.leptosestates.com/


The Tokyo Commercial Department became operational in December 2022, it is located within the Embassy of the
Republic of Cyprus in the building of the Representation of the European Union and aims to further promote
Cypriot exports of goods and services to Japan.

Cyprus Trade Center in Tokyo

Konstantinos Makoto Suwamoto, Trade Officer

 www.meci.gov.cyksuwamoto@meci.gov.cy
www.meci.gov.cy

The Research and Innovation Foundation (RIF) is the national authority in charge of supporting and promoting
research, technological development and innovation in Cyprus. Since its establishment, the Foundation has
developed widespread activities at the National, European and International levels, with a strong focus on the
development of national research programs, as well as the representation of Cyprus in European and International
programs and organizations. 

Research and Innovation Foundation

Mr. Demetris Skourides, Chief Scientist
www.research.org.cysupport@research.org.cy

+357 22205000

The CCCI is the union of Cypriot business people, the interests of whom it promotes by submitting to the
government and the Parliament the members’ positions on matters in which they are involved, while, through its
participation in tripartite bodies and committees, it conveys and promotes the views of the business community.

Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Mr. Marios Tsiakkis, Secretary General
Ms. Jovanna Youselli, Officer

www.ccci.org.cy
marios@ccci.org.cy
jovanna@ccci.org.cy

+357 22889800

The mission of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce and Industry is to implement our integrated strategy for the
transition to a green economy via our multidimensional action plan for green energy, a smart and environmentally
friendly industry, the enhancement of commerce and exports and the sustainable development of our
hydrocarbon resources.

Ministry of Energy, Commerce and Industry

Eleftheria Ioannou, Senior Trade and Industry Officer 
www.trade.govelioannou@meci.gov.cy

+81 3 6432 5040

Safeguarding and further developing Cyprus shipping as a safe, socially responsible and sustainable industry, for
the enhancement of the national economy and the creation of new jobs, specialisation and expertise in the sector.
Consolidating Cyprus’s position as an advanced maritime cluster encompassing the full range of shipping and
shipping-related services and a top quality, competitive, sovereign Registry.

Shipping Deputy Ministry

www.dms.gov.cy

Eliza Neophytou, Martime Officer A’

maritimeadmin@dms.gov.cy

+357 25 848100

https://www.trade.gov.cy/en/sections/trade-centers-and-export-helpdesk/trade-centers/trade-center-in-tokyo
https://www.trade.gov.cy/en/sections/trade-centers-and-export-helpdesk/trade-centers/trade-center-in-tokyo
https://www.research.org.cy/en/
https://ccci.org.cy/
https://www.trade.gov.cy/en/sections/trade-centers-and-export-helpdesk/trade-centers/trade-center-in-tokyo
https://www.dms.gov.cy/dms/shipping.nsf/home_en/home_en?openform
mailto:maritimeadmin@dms.gov.cy

